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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this paper is to examine some of the different 
definitions of derivatives found in contemporary mathematical litera­
ture* to compare them* and to verify the statements in some cases.
Since the topological derivative is defined as a special limit 
of a function at a point, all such definitions are essentially the same. 
A survey of the various mathematical society periodicals, as well as a 
search of the majority of available mathematical titles, gives several 
definitions of the abstract algebraic derivative. That of Bourbaki is 
considered to be the standard.
The topological and algebraic derivatives are the same only 
under special circumstances. Algebraic derivatives are defined as en~ 
domorphisms or homomorphisms in rings, integral domains, and fields5 
and in polynomial domains over all three. Certain linear mappings be­
have like the abstract derivative operator and consequently may be so 
considered.
?
INTRODUCTION
Differentiation, or the process of finding the derivative of a 
function, is a fundamental operation of calculus. Leibniz and Newton 
invented calculus in the period 1665-1675, apparently working independ­
ently of each other. Subsequently, one of the most famous controversies 
among not only mathematicians, hut among scholars in general,arose be­
tween Newton and Leibniz and their respective supporters as to the pri­
ority of discovery. Since the notation for the derivative played a 
significant role in the dispute [2]*, we shall examine the notations 
involved.
Inasmuch as Newton’s calculus was oriented to his study of motion, 
he took the time, t, as an independent variable and the dependent vari­
able as x, calling it the fluent [29]» The. velocity of the fluent he 
called the fluxion, denoting it by x, the derivative with respect to t.
The higher derivatives were denoted by x, ‘x, The inverse process,
/
integration, Newton symbolized by x These notations, originated in
1665, persisted in England throughout the Eighteenth century [7]* and 
can still be found in British mathematical papers [23|.
In 1675, Leibniz abbreviated crones lineae to omn 1 and then to S 1, 
to mean the sum. of lines. Consequently, the familiar integral sign is 
derived from the first letter of the word suroma» At the same time he 
used the symbol d in the denominator of a variable to denote a difference.
* Numbers in brackets refer to bibliography.
2
3‘
.and. then continued with the now classical notations dx, # *  dy/d»> and 
the integral jj y dy. "Perhaps no mathematician has seen more clearly 
than heibntg the importance of good notation in mathematics” {81* ilia 
symbols have stood the test of nearly three centuries of mathematical 
progress*
CHAPTER I
DEFINITIONS OF DERIVATIVES OF POLYNOMIALS
1-1; The derivative is most commonly defined in a polynomial domain. 
Polynomials are expressions of the form
where the aTs are from some algebraic system, i is an integer, and x is an 
indeterminate. We shall examine several different definitions of deriva­
tives of polynomials.
1-2: Boerbaki [5] defines a derivative in the following manner:
nhet f be a polynomial of the ring (commutative, with unity element)
A [X^5 X2, *’•», Xpl ** B. In the ring A fX^ , **« Xp, Yp] of poly­
nomials with 2 p indeterminates X^9 let us consider the
polynomial f (Xj + Y^s X2 + *** + Yp^» this polynomial can he
written as a polynomial in Y^, with coefficients in B, such that its con­
stant term is f i*lt X2s **♦ , Xp).
Then if A f « £ 4- Y±s Xp 4* Y ) - f (Xly * Xp)s the
polynomial (also written a  f (x^f— , X^ j, Y^, *•* Yp) is thus a poly­
nomial of B [Y^ , Y2, • * *«» Yn] without a constant term.
Definition I. The derivative of the polynomial f. denoted Df„ is 
the homogeneous part of the first degree of the polynomial a  £, consider­
ed as a polynomial in Y^, with coefficients in
n
1 =  0
B - A [XlM X29 Xp]
From this definitions then, one has Df * 2  *
i«l
where g^, g2, **« » gp are the elements of B, that is, of the polynomials
4
5of the ring A fxp x2» * - * * * xp3 *f ’
Example: Let f(x) « x2  4 ax 4 b a, b 6  A
Consider the polynomial 
f (x 4 y) * (x 4 y} 2  4 a (x 4 y) 4 b s then 
A £ w x2  4 2 xy 4 y2  4 ex 4 ay 4 b - (x2  4 ax 4 b)
* 2 xy 4 ay 4 y2  » (2x 4 a) y 4 y2  
The coefficient of y is 2x 4 a. Therefore Df - D(x2  4 ax 4 b) » 2x 4 a 
Consider a polynomial in two variables:
Let £<x>y) *» x2  y 4 xy2  4 4
then A f *= f (x 4 x^s y 4 y-jJ - f (xs y)
ry
» (x 4 XjJ (y 4 y^) 4 . (x 4 X|) (y 4 y^ ) 2  4 4 -x2y - xy2  » 4
2 2 2 2 *= x y 4 2 xx^y 4 y 4 x y^4 2 xx^ y^4 x^ y^
2  2  2  4 xy^ 4 2 Xyy^ 4 xy^ 4 x^ y 4 2x^ y y^
4 x1  y^2 - x2y - xy2
» (2xy 4 y2) x^ 4  <x2  4 2 xy) y^ 4 (y 4 y^) x^ 2
24 (2x 4 2y) x^ y^ 4 (x 4 x^) y^
The coefficients of x^ and y^, in this case, are the partial deri­
vatives of f(x9y) with respect to x and y respectively, and are denoted
d  I (x».y) and c) f (x,y)
x
Their sum is called the total derivative of f (x,y)? denoted
B f (x,y) C> f (x,y) 4 C>f (x,y)
C> x 0  y
1-3: van der Waerden [31] defines the derivative, without mention
of a limit, in a manner similar to Bourbaki, but uses a congruence which 
simplifies the definition:
6Given a commutative ting R, let f(x) be a polynomial in R [x]. Then 
form the polynomial f(x 4- h) In R fx,h],
f(x 4- h) * £(x) 4- h fx <x) 4- h2 f2 (x) -f
where
f(x + h) = f(x) + h f (x> (mod h2) (1.1)
The derivative f(x) then* is defined to be the coefficient of h in (1*1)
above.
Consequently
f(x + h) *4 g (x 4 h) = f(x) 4- h£T (x) 4* g(x) 4* hg? (at) (mod h2) 
whence
(f 4- g)' - V 4- g* (1.2)
and
£(x 4- h) g(x 4- h) = [f (x) 4* h f * (x)] [g (x) 4' hgf (x)] (mod h2)
- f (x) g (x) 4* h ff* (x) g(x) 4* f (x) gf (x)] (mod h2)
whence
(fg)1 « fVg 4* fg* (1.3)
The above definition is then used to define the derivative of a
rational function.
Given polynomials f(x) and g(x) with coefficients in a field F, let
s (x) ,= f (x) 
g (x)
then let
s(x 4* h) - s(x) * jt j x  ± UX
g (x 4- h) g (x)
** f f e - t M  R(x) - f<x)_.g (x f ih) (1,4)
g(x) g(x 4 h)
If h ss o, the numerator of (1.4) becomes zero, which implies that h is a 
factor. Dividing both sides of (1.4) by h9 one obtains
The expression on the right is, therefore, a rational function of hs which 
has a particular value when h » 0, since the denominator does not vanish. 
The derivative of s(x) is defined to be this particular value, ie,
s’ <x) *= SJfetSl
The value q (xf0) is determined by expressing the numerator of (1.4) 
in terms of ascending powers of h, dividing by h, then setting h« 0S to
obtain f(x 4 h) g(x) - f (x) g(x 4- fa)
h h
1
* b [f (x) 4 hf^ (x) 4- h f2 (x) + ••♦ + hn fn (x)3 g (x)
- f(x) (I) lg(x) 4 im1 (x) 4 h2 g2 (x) 4 • 4 hK ga (x)3
w [f(x) 4 f (x) 4 hit* (x) 4 4 h*1'"1 f (x)3 g (x)
“h"" 1 2
- f(x) [B|*l 4 (x) 4 h g2 (K) 4 4 h1^ 1 gn(x)]
» (x) 4 h f0 (x) 4 4 hn~^ f (x)] g(x)1 Z n
- f(x) (gj (x) 4 hg? (x) 4 4 hn~* gn (x)l
and setting h * 0, we get
fjL <x) g (x) - £ (x) g^Cx)
However, f^(x) and g^(x), are the derivatives of f(x) and g(x)» as defined 
in (1,1),
Therefore *
sf(x) «/( f(x) V  fT(x) g (x) - f (x) g* (x)
\ six) j g (x)2
MacDuffee's [213 definition of a derivative coincides with that given
by van der Waerden.
a1-4: Schreier and Sperner |301 define the derivative of a polynomial
in a different fashion;
Let the polynomial f (x) « (x-aj) (n-ag) f F* a field ;
define _f(x), to he the polynomials gi <x) * then the son of the poly- 
x~ai
nomiais g± (x) is defined to he the .derivative of £(x), ie,
n
f* (x) » -dC $4 (x) (1*5)
i«l 1
Example? let £(x) * x^ - 6x^ 4- llx ~ 6 ** <x~l) (x-2) (x-3)»,
tken + -J.M. * J L & L  ** t<^LJk:2Lfer.l> +
x-X x~2 x~»3 .*? x~l -x-2
(x~l) Cx~2) (x~3) so that fT<x) ** 3 x2 - 12 x 4- 11. _ ■ f-
x~3 " " - ’ ’
Consider the derivative of a constant;
n
If f(x) « x, then ff(x} * ^  g. (x) * x ** 1
£—* -w
f«i
n
If f(x) «* x + es c a constantj then £? <x) - ^  g, <x) *» x4c » 1
.w. 3*'
By (1,2) we have V (x 4 c) * £T (x) 4 f1 (c)
Therefore I » 1 4 ff (c) .implies that ff (c) ** 0
1-5; Another definition of the derivative of a polynomial over a 
field is found in Bubreil [12]:
Let f (%) 6 K fxj« K a field
Denote F (x,y) *» „,f,(x) ~ £ (y) , f(y) 6 K [x,y]5 and
X -  y
ta n
t w  - 2  aixl aIld f<y> = z  <4 7 *
i«l i«l
Then the-derivative of f(x) is defined to fee £f(*) * F <x,x)» where x is 
set equal to y after f(x) and £{y) have been evaluated and the expression 
simplified* Hote that <x~y) will have been cancelled out before we set 'x ss y.
9Examplei
Let f (x) =■ 2x2 + 3i £ 1
F (x,y) = 2x2 4 3x 4 1 -  2y2 - 3y - 1
x - y
“ 2 (x2 - y2 ) 4 3 (x - y)
- 2(x 4 y) 4 3
Let y * x and we get 
F (x,x) = f*(x) = 4 x 4 3 
Also* we have
[f(x) g (x)]f “ (from 1.6)
x - y
■ I M j M
x - y
* .£(*> tefe) ~ &.(y)1  4 lj|£xX,~XfelLgLfeI
x - y x - y
(and from 1.6)
a f(x) gS(x) 4 f *(X) g(x)
1-6; fierstein [15] defines the derivative of a polynomial f(x) f F [x], 
F a fields to be f'(x) * nagX®*1 4 (n - 1) 4 4 (1*2)
where
f(x) - SqX11 4 4 .. *. 4 aft» a ( F5 and gives as lemmas;
(1) [f(x) 4 g(x)]T « f * (x) 4 g? (x)
(2) [af(x)3 * » aff(x)
(3) [f(x> g(x)T « £ * (x) g(x) 4 £(x) g* (x)
Proof of (3); ra
Let f (x) ~ &q 4 a^x 4 * * * 4  amx® *» 2  o ^ 3-
1=0
n
g(x) « bQ 4 b«x 4 *«* 4 baxB « b.x^
j“0
m
Then f * (x) = a-^ 4 2 a2 x 4 • * * 4 ^  ia±xi"1
10
1*0
1 (x) * 4 2 4 .»♦ 4 ^  ^ jbi
j«0
m a
therefore 5 f (x) g(x) = / < X . aibjxl+^
i»0 -f*G
m n
and [f(x) g(x)]' - ^  X  (i + j)
1*0 j®0
tti a m n
“ 2, 2  iaibjxl+J'1 + I !  ^  jatb x1^ - 1
1*0 j«0 1*0 j*0
ra n m n
i axi-i y  b x 3 +  y  a K i y  1 b ,
1 i J ( £ I ) jb,*X
1*0 j*0 1*0 js=0
j*"l
* f*(x) g(x) 4 f(x) gUx)
Berstein observes that if the field F is of characteristic p4= 0 (p 
a prime), the derivative of the polynomial xp is p xp~1« 0. Therefore the 
usual rule that as element s whose derivative is zero, is a constant is 
not valid in all fields; it is either a constant or a polynomial in xp.
If* however, the characteristic of the field F is (h f(x) £ F [x]* then 
f’(x) » 0 implies £(x) * a 6 F.
The treatment of the derivative in polynomials by Albert flj and 
Jacobson [17] is essentially the same as that of Herdtein.
1-7t Barnes [3] considers the integral domain F [x] <F« any field) 
as an infinite dimensional vector space over F, defines the derivative as 
in 1.7), and calls it an F-endomorphism of the vector space F [x], where 
F is the kernel of B, the derivative mapping*
1-8: Birkhoff and MacLane [4], as well as Jacobson [17], refer to
the derivative of polynomial rings as the 'formal derivative”, presumably
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in contradistinction to the topological derivative. Generally, however*
In the literature, the labelling, abstractly, as a derivative, of the 
mapping of a polynomial into a polynomial is sufficiently meaningful be­
cause it coincides with the notion of the derivative operator from analy­
sis* From the preceding it is clear that we can define abstractly the 
derivative of a polynomial and one would suspect that it might be possible 
to define abstractly the derivative of'functions in general,
1-9: The derivative from calculus is a topological derivative. A
standard calculus text (Hart [14] defines the derivative as follows:
"At a given point x ** xQS if the ratio of the increment of the func­
tion £(x) to the corresponding increment A x  of x approaches a limit as 
A x 0, this limit is called the derivative of £(x) with respect to
x at x '• Xq. Or, the derivative of £(x) at x Xq is the instantaneous 
rate of change of f(x) with respect to x at x * xQn*
let y ® f(x) be a polynomial. The derivative of y with respect to 
x at x » Xq , denoted dy/dx, is given by
lim f (x) 4» A x) - f(x)
A x -» 0 x
This derivative is also denoted as y\ f1 (x), D^y, Df (x).
The result obtained by the above method is the same as that obtained
by the abstract methods given in the preceding sections [14].
CHAPTER II 
THE ALGEBRAIC DERIVATIVE
2-1: Let M be a module over a ring A, such that for all a, b £ A
and x, y ( M* the following holds:
i) a (x + y) * a x 4- a y
ii) (a + b) x = a x + b x
iii) a (bx) «* (ab) x 
iv) 1 * x *» x
Chevalley [9] defines an algebra E over A to be ’’a module over A with 
an associative multiplication which makes E a ring satisfying 
v) a (xy) * (ax) y «* x (ay)*'
2-2: The algebraic derivative is defined by Bourbaki £5] as
follows:
’’Let E be an algebra over a commutative ring A (having a unity ele­
ment). A derivative, D, of 1 is defined to be an endomorphism, D, of the
A-module E such that
I) (Xy) *  y 0 (x) + x D (.K)M.
It follows that 
D (x 4* y) » D x 4- D y, and
D (a x) » a D (x) a ( A
2-3: The derivative of a constant may be determined as follows
(see [5]):
Let E be an algebra over a commutative ring A, having a unity ele­
ment e*
Then
12
13
D (e) = D (e2) «* D (e) e 4 e D (e) *» 2 D (e),
which infers that D (e) » 0.
Therefore,
D (ne) a n (D(e)) *»■ 0 for all integers n9 and D (ae) «* a D (e) * 0 
for all a ( A*
2-4? Proposition: For each derivation B of an algebra E and all
elements b of the center of E, the endomorphism x -*• b D (x) denoted by
bB of the Ar-module E* is a derivation of the algebra E. [5]
Proof;
Let x, y 6 E and b t center of E
Then
b D (x -I* y) » b B (x) + b B (y)
and
b D (xy) * b D <x) y + b x D (y)
* {b D (x)l y 4- x (b D (y) 3
2-5: Proposition: If and B^ are any two derivations of Ef the
endomorphism B * BjB2 of the A-tnodule E is a derivation of the
algebra E. [5]
Proof;
Let x, y 6 E. Then
B (x + y) «* D1D2*
“ 0>2\ -  W  » + <D2Dr  0iD2) y
** B x 4- D y
and
B (xy) « BglD^x) y 4- x D^{y)] - D^{D2<x) y 4- x 02(y)l 
• B2B1(x ) y * D1(x) 02(y) + I>2(x) »1(y)
+ x © ^ ( y )  - (x) y - B2(x)B1(y)
14
- B^ (x) D2(y) - x I>xD2<y)
* D2 B2 CX) y + x D^^Cy) - B ^  Cx) y - x B ^ C y )
» B2 B1 (xy) - 0 ^ 2  (xy)
= yD <x) + x D (y)
One observes that if E is the algebra of polynomials and D an endo­
morphism of the algebra E satisfying the properties of the definition in
2-2* then D is the derivative of E.
2-6: let E and F be two algebras over a commutative ring A s having a
unity element., let (J> be a function of E into P. Every linear mapping 
B of E into F such that for all x and y 6 E:
D (xy) = D(x) 4> (y) + <$> (x) Dy
is called a <\> derivation of the algebra E Into the algebra F. Cp satis- 
fies the properties.
1) If E is a subalgebra of P* (j> is the canonical injection of 1 
into P;
2) If F is the ring A and E is the set of functions B (i.e.» B into
A), then <J> ( f ) is equal to f <Xq ) at Xq £ B.
CHAPTER III
THE TOPOLOGICAL AM) ALGEBRAIC DERIVATIVES
3-1i Me have seen that the topological derivative of a function Is 
a special limit of the function at a point * The abstract algebraic deri­
vative* on the other hand, is an operator which, without mention of con­
tinuity or limit of a function, does, in general, behave like the topo­
logical derivative operator. Actually, the topological and algebraic 
derivatives are the same under special circumstances. In this chapter we 
examine this relation.
3-2: Definitioni Let £ be a function defined in an interval I. C R,
not reduced to a point, with values in a normed vector space over the 
real numbers R. f is said to be differentiable at t I C E if
the value of this limit being called the derivative of f at Xq and being 
denoted by f* (x^) or D f (x^). (Bourbaki £ 61>
Proposition; If f and g are functions defined in the interval I C R ,  
not reduced to a point, with values in a normed vector space E over R and 
if £ and g are differentiable at a point € I, then f + g and a f 
(a € R) are differentiable at the same point and 
£ )  D  ( f  +  g )  ( x 0 )  «  D  £  ( x q )  +  D  $  ( x q )
ii) & (af (x0) > » a D £ (xQ)
Furthermore, if f and g are functions defined in the interval I C R ,
not reduced to a point, with values in a normed algebra E over R and if
f and g are differentiable at 6  I, then f g is differentiable at the
exists;
16
same point and
iii) B (fS> (xq) *= Df <Xp) * g(xp) + f(xQ) -f g(xp)
Proof:
Prom Defn. 3-2 aboves we have
Df (xQ) - ^  Xq -j x-;v*T- « (*) - f (x0) )
from i ) above we get
lim ( 1
D (f (xQ) + g (xQ) ) » x->x0 J x — Xjj [£(x) + g(x)] - [f(xg) + g(xQ)]
x* xQ
» lim
i
Hi. 
k0
[ f (x) - £ (xA)] + [g <x) - g <xA) )x-> Xq X - xQ Jj ' x 0 0a
X %  X,
1  _
- litt .__A_ [f(x) - f(x )] + Urn x x Ig(x) - g(x )]
x^x0 x - x0 o x^ Kfl 0 0
x=h Xq x=H Xp
* Bf(xQ) + Dg(Xp) 
Prom ii ) above we have
1
D(a£(x_) ) « 11m x - xA (af(x) - a£{x ) )
0  w  u ox ^ x 0
x# x0
•» lim a(._.1___) (f(x) - f (x ) )
X-^ - x ^  x  ~ X 
0  0  
X ^  Xp
« a lim . 1  > (f(x) - f(xA) )
x-* x„ (x - xn > 0
0  V
x-=fc X,
17
* a B ! (x^)
From iii) abovc it follows that
»{fg) (x ) * lim . . 1 .  (f( 4  g(x) - £<x } g ( x ) )
*r 'tr Hy M«. tot
0  0  
SC* Sq
« li« _ _ L _  - f<K0) 8<S) - f(x0) g(k q> + f(x0) g(x)]
S^k ^ ^
x +  x0
■ lira — 1-[f (x) ~ f (x0) j g(x) + lira _1 __ (f <Jy) )tg(x) - g(xQ)J
K ^  * 0  X x 0  ^  * 0  x ~
x * * n  x* xo
* Df(zQ) { 11® g(x)j + [ lira f (Xq)] »g(x0)
X-> Xq 3S£-> XjQ
X =1= K ^
« D£<Xg} 8 (*q) 4  ^(^q) %(>^)
3-31 Let i be a function clef iaed and continuous in the interval
I C E *  If the derivative f* exists at € X and is itself differentiable
at Xq, its derivative is called the second derivative of f at and is
denoted £* (x^) or D2f (x^)• If this second derivative exists at all
points of X (which implies that f* exists and is continuous in I),
t 2
% -> £l!<x> is a function denoted £M or I> i. By recurrence, we define
the nfc^  derivative of f in the same manner and denote it or Dn£; by
definition, it has for a value at x^e I the derivative of the function
^Cn-1 ) at this definition therefore supposes 'the existence of all the
derivatives f<lk) of order K <  n-1 at *Q and the differentiability of
l?(n~i) at x if t is s times differentiable at we will say f *
where ^  n is the family of those functions which are n times differen-
«*o
ttable*- If f Is indefinitely differentiable at x^s we will say f e y  •
18
3-4: Consider the set of indefinitely differentiable functions,
f t ^  . We shall say that, if a function is continuous at a point x q ,
it belongs to the class C (of functions continuous at -at.)o
Theorem from calculus fl4j: "If a function is differentiable at a
point, then the function is continuous at that point".
If f*(KQ) exists, then f e C (and since fe ^  s f^Cxp) exists).
k. k~TConsequently, if f ' (x q) exists (and this is guaranteed), f £ G,
and by recursion £n £ C, n <^=x=> , Therefore, an indefinitely differen­
tiable function is indefinitely continuous.
<r?^ k
Kote: If F t , k - l , a  mapping D of F into R satisfying the
properties:
1) D(f + g) * D £■+ D g f, g 6  F
2) D(af) » aDf a e R
3) D(fg) * hf*g(x0) + f(Xq )*Dg Xq 6 I C R
is a cj) derivation of F into R.
Consider the set of all functions f £ *y which are indefinitely
differentiable and continuous at x^» We define an algebra [9]:
(fT^- <o£>
1) r (f 4- g) « r f + r g f, g e ^
ii) (r + s ) f « = r £ 4 s f  r, s e R
iii) r (sf) « r s (f) 
iv) l*f « f
v )  r (fg) « r f (g) « f  ( r  g )
(TV0 0
The set of functions,!f t -y must fulfill the following properties 
from the topological point of view:
Property (1): D (rf 4- sg) ** rD(f) 4- sB(g)
Property (2): D (fg) * D(f) g(x^) 4 £(Xq ) B(g)
Property (1) implies D(f ) « 0 if f is a constant function, because
if f(x q) « l and g(xQ) has an arbitrary value =# Os then Property (2) 
gives
B(1 g(x0> ) « 0(1) g(x0) + 1 » B(x0) or
g(*6 > 82 B<l)g(x0) * Dg(x0) , 
whence 0 (1 ) g(xp) » 0  , g (x q) =£ 0
which implies that 0 (1 ) ?» 0
Property (3): 0(f) « 0, if f is a constant function.
3-5: Definition: let f be a function defined in the block B C  Rn 
(B a I| x I2  x x 1  , Rs for 0  ^  i n) not reduced to a point,
with values in a normed vector space over R. f is partially differentiable
at the point tQ € B if
exists
t 5
lim 
0 1
r  i„. _  (t^) - f (t0A
L t?0 “ fc0
for t f 0  =k tQj, fc?Q € B; the value of this limit is called the partial 
derivative of tQ with respect to the i*'*1 variable and is denoted 
ffi (t0) or 0± f(t0), tQ t B.
Hote: t’o“ (tj^, t2{), •••• » tv  t(i+lQ> **”  » tn(,)
tl0m (tl0  % ’ % ’ t(i*l)0’ ’ S }
When B » I, this definition reduces to the definition in 3-2 above.
Moreover, it can be shown that the proposition in 3-2 above for derivatives
is also valid for partial derivatives.
n
By Df(t0) - I f(tQ> we denote the total derivative
i*d
of f at tg t B,
Thus, each derivative from the topological viewpoint can be expressed
as a sum of derivatives of this type.
\
3-6: Proposition: Let be the set of all functions defined in an
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interval I c R  (not reduced to a point), with values in a normed algebra 
E over R, such that 6  ^  k ^  1 in I. The linear mapping 0 of
Proof: The proof is immediate from the definition of a ^  deri­
vation.
3-7: Theorem: Consider the set of functions defined in an interval
1  C. R (not reduced to a point), which are continuous at a point Xq £ I 
and which have values in a normed algebra. A derivation, D, of these 
functions in the topological sense is the same as that in the algebraic 
sense if and only if D is an endomorphism of *y
Proof: Let B R» (B *» x l£ x ... x In) and let F be a normed
algebra over R. Let be the set of functions which are indefinitely
differentiable at Cq 6  B. Let B0  C  B fee a star-shaped open set about
%q > i.e.* an open set such that if 2  6  Bq,
the algebra F^ into the algebra such that for all f, g 6
B(fg) « Bf*g 4* f * Dg, is a derivation of the algebra into the algebra 
pk-1 .
t0  + X (a - tQ) € B0 lor 0  ~ x ^ 1 [25]
1
0
= fB0  ^o) + % Q (£0 + (z - t0) ) - fB() (t0)
“ fB0  (£0> + fB0  (£0> + fB0  <z? ~ fB0  (£0> - fB0  (to)
» ix> (2 ), which verifies the identity,on
•0 '
1
be denoted by
21
oo
^ f (t^ ) j where G and where
3  fci,
' 0
z, ** coordinates of z* i
Therefore,
nz%  (z> “ %  (to5 + L. <zi - h  ) S1 (t0)
i=l
For 0 satisfying properties (1), (2) and (3), x-srith tQ fixed and z 
variable:
n
BEjjo (z) - 0 + Z  £d (zx - tlQ) 8l (tQ) + (z± - t0) Dj
i»l
n
« o 4- Zj \ [0 “* 03 * g± (t0> + - tQ) . ol
i«l V J
n
Xi D (z^ ) gj, (t0)
i»l
li
. I
i— 1  ^  t j[
*> <2 i> ^  f
f4
0
which is consistent with the definition of a total derivative of a function
cy' .
defined in a block. The above proof fails if we start from *J ** T  *
, since the functions are not necessarily in the set for urhieh 
properties (1), (2) and (3) hold, inasmuch as a function is continuously 
differentiable if and only if its partial derivatives exists and are con­
tinuous.
CHAPTER IV
OTHER DERIVATIVES IN CONTMPQRAB.Y LITERATURE
4-1t In this chapter we will survey some definitions of derivatives 
in general, as found in the contemporary literature* The derivatives of 
polynomials, which we have already considered, are algebraic in nature, 
and are endomorphisms of the ring of polynomials, which are indefinitely 
differentiable*
4-2: Chevalley {103 defines a derivation of R into S, where R is a
subfield of a field S, to be a mapping such that:
(!) D ( x  + y ) * « 0 x  + D y  x, y £ R
(2) D (xy) » B (x) y + x D (y),
where (I) is a homomorphism of the additive group of R into that of S, 
and
(3) (u B) (y) » u (By), u £ S
whence the derivations of R into S form a vector space over S.
This is an algebraic definition, more inclusive than that of Bourbaki, 
differing in that it is defined as a mapping of a subfield into a field, 
rather than an endomorphism of a ring R.
Note; (1) and (2) above will hereinafter be referred to as the stand­
ard forms for the derivatives of sums and products*
4-3: Kawada [19] defines a derivation D to be an operation obeying
(1 ) and (2 ) above, where the domain is a commutative ring R and the 
range M, is an R-module.
This is an algebraic definition, sore inclusive than that of Bourbaki, 
and differing only in that it is the mapping of a ring into a ring module
22
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rather than of an algebra of a ring into itself*
4-4: Consider an arbitrary collection of elements, which obey the
field postulates, as an algebraic field F, of characteristic zero. Ritt 
| 2 8 3  defines a derivation to be an operation which replaces every element 
of F by its derivative, where the derivative operator obeys (1) and (2) 
above.
This is an algebraic definition. Since it is defined in a field, it
is more inclusive than that of Bourbaki, which is defined in a ring.
4-5: Weil f323 defines a derivation D in a field F to be a mapping
of F into itself which obeys (1) and (2) above. He further defines a
derivation D in F over a subfield K of F to be one such that Bsc « 0 for
every x in K.
This is an algebraic definition, more inclusive than that of Bourbaki*
In the abstract field F, the elements x c K are constants in differentia­
tion.
4-6: The derivation of an arbitrary algebra R over a commutative
field F is defined by Jacobson [18] to he a single-valued sapping of R 
onto itself such that (1) and (2) are obeyed. He notes that + D2  
is a derivation, but that not, in general, a derivation* However,
DP is a derivation, where F has characteristic p ^  0 :
D (xy) «* D(x) * y 4* X B(y)
B^(xy) » P^(x) y + 2  D(x) B(y) 4- x D3 (y)
B 3 <xy) « D3 (x) y + 3  D 2 (x) D(y) *f 3 D(x) l)2 (y> + xB3 (y)
which follows the pattern
(a 4* b)F m a? •b (^ ) a b + • ** 4 (F) • * 4* b3"*,
where (?) 3 1 0  (Hod p) i
Therefore I)F(xy} 83 qF (x) y + x pF (y)
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whence DP is a derivation.
Jacobson*s definition is an algebraic one, which is more inclusive
than that of Bourbaki. It would be the same as Bourbaki1s if a ring were
specified rather than a field.
4-7; Zariskle and Samuel [34] define a derivation to be a mapping X>
of a ring R into a subring S such that (1) and (2) above are obeyed, and
add that if R is an integral domain and D a derivation of R in a field F
which contains R, that the derivative of the quotient field of F is
feA yDCac) - xD(y) x
D Vy,V « y2 , y ^ F ; x, y 6  R, y =£ 0.
This follows from (2) above:
D(x) a B ^| . y) « D *y 4* | D (y)
D y a D(x) - p D (y)
B A?\ a D(x) - xD(y)
vy); y2
Furthermore,
D (x^) » D(x«x> a D (x) • x 4' xD(x> a 2 xB(x)
D (x^ ) « D(x^ *x) a D(x^) *x + x^ B(x> » 3 x%{x) 
and for every Integer n ^ 1 ,
D (xn) « n xn~^ £(x)
the derivative defined by Zariskie and Samuel is an algebraic one.
It differs from that of Bourbaki only in that it is a mapping of a ring R 
into a subring of R, rather than an endomorphism of R.
4-8: Finkbeiner (13) states that the derivative of a matrix exists
if and only if each element a^  is a differentiable function, let A and
m x n matrices of differentiable functions. Then
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(i) B (A 4* B) « D (A) 4- B(B)
(ii) B (AB) * D(A) A D  (B)
(iii) I) (A"-*-) » ~A*“3* B (A) A*"3-, if A is a non-singular matrix.
(i) and (ii) follow from (1) and (2) above. Consider (iii):
0 «* DiA^A) « I) (A*“^ ) A 4* A"*3  B (A), then 
D (A~'^ > A *= -A""1  B(A)
Multiplying both sides on the right by A""3*, xm get
D (A”1) A * A*” 1  « -AT3- D(A) A~l 
whences
B (A*~3') ** -A"*-3' B(A)Aw3*
Since the multiplication of matrices is not in general commutative, 
Behring [24] points out that particular attention must be paid to the 
order of all factors, e.g.,
D (A2  ) « B(A) A 4* AD (A)
This definition of the derivative of a matrix is algebraic. It is 
a special case of Bourbakirs definition, -I.e., an endomorphism of the ring 
of matrices.
4-9: let F be a set of indefinitely differentiable functions which
form an algebra over the field of real numbers and V a differentiable 
manifold of dimension n, with the set of real-valued functions F = F (V) 
on F. Nomizu [26] considers a vector field X as a linear mapping of F 
into the algebra of all real-valued functions on V such that 
X (fg) * Xf • g + f  • Xg f, g F
It follows that, since X may be considered as a linear mapping, then 
X ( £  + g ) « X £ 4 X g
Since X fulfills the abstract requirements of a derivative, it may be 
considered as an algebraic derivative, fhis differs from Bourbaki1© defi-
26
nitlon in that this is a homomorphism of a subalgebra into the algebra.
4-10j If A is the set of analytic functions which are defined at p 9 
P
and R is the set of real numbers, Cohn [113 defines a mapping L of A into
r
R to be a tangent vector if and only if it is linear over R:
b (af 4* bg) * a • 1 £ + b • Lg (f, g € Ap„ a* b € R)
and satisfies
I. (fg) » If * g < p )  4 f <p) * Lg (f, g 6  Ap)
Again we have an operator which fulfills the abstract requirements 
of a derivative and may be likewise considered as an algebraic derivative. 
The operation, in this case, is a (|> derivation.
4-11: Let IC be a field of characteristic 0 and K x^} a
ring of integral (i.e.f with exponents 0 ) formal power series in n 
variables x^y •***$ over R* Hochschild [163 defines a mapping D of K 
[x^,.... 5 xfi3 into itself to be a derivation, if;
(i) B (a) - 0 , for every a fc K
(ii) For any two power series p and q, D obeys (1) and (2) above.
This derivation is an endomorphism of a ring and coincides with the 
definition given by Bourbaki.
4-12? Leger [20] defines a linear transformation T on the vector
space of a Lie algebra L to be a derivation of L if:
T (at • y) ** T (x) . y 4* x . T <y), for all s, y € L.
Since T is a linear transformation,
T (x 4* y) « T (x) 4- T (y) 
and we are Justified in classifying T among the abstract algebraic opera­
tors, This is a less inclusive definition than that of Bourbaki, inas­
much as It describes an endomorphism of the vector space of an algebra.
4-13: If R is a ring, not necessarily associative, Patterson [27]
27
defines a derivation of R to be a mapping B of R into itself such that 
(1 ) and (2 ) above are obeyed.
An algebraic derivations this is a special ease of that defined by 
Bourbaki, differing in that it is an endomorphism of a non-associative 
ring.
4-14: Let f be a mapping of an open sub-set R of E1* into Em , where
S is the set of real numbers and Em and Un are Euclidean spaces. For any 
point p e R and any vector v of En, Whitney [33] defines the derivative of 
£ at p with respect to v as:
-- (f (p + tv - f(p) }
t 0 * t
if this exists; this is the vector in Em .
Clearly the definition of a derivative in the topological sense, 
this is a special case of that given by Bourbaki.
4-15: la summary, the algebraic derivative is variously defined as
hontomorphisms or endomorphisras of rings and fields without mention of a 
limit. In the algebraic sense, any linear mapping of an algebra into an 
algebra, which obeys the sum and product properties defined in 2 -2 , may 
be called a derivative* In order to compare the definitions of the deri­
vative from the algebraic and topological points of view, it is necessary 
to consider the algebra of functions. In the algebra of functions, if 
the derivative exists in the algebraic sense, it always exists in the 
topological sense. On the other hand, the. topological derivative exists 
at points where the required limit exists, that is, differentiation of a 
function from the topological point of view is a pointwise operation. The 
definition of the derivative from the topological point of view is there­
fore more general than the definition from the algebraic point of view, 
since a derivation of an algebra from the topological point of view Is a 
derivation from the algebraic point of view only if the algebra is that of 
indefinitely differentiable functions.
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